Creating a RSES Home Page on 
people.rses.anu.edu.au/

This document will explain how to create a home page from the RSES template. Please refer to “Customising RSES Home Pages” document for instructions on how to edit a web page.

You will need Mozilla SeaMonkey installed on you computer prior to following the steps below. SeaMonkey is a FREE web browser with page editing capabilities and FTP capabilities for file uploading/downloading. It is available for Macintosh, Windows and Linux platforms.

SeaMonkey is available at Earth Science file share (/esprint/public/Mozilla Tools) or download directly from the Mozilla website. http://www.seamonkey-project.org/

Please note SeaMonkey is only a preferred choice by RSES IT. Users are free to use other software they prefer.
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1. Log on to your home directory

Open SeaMonkey

- Type the following URL in the address bar; ftp://people.rses.anu.edu.au/lastname_f

Replace (lastname_f) to suit your identity.

Remember to start the address with FTP.

Eg: Mark Thompson’s directory name would be “thompson_m”.
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When Prompted

Enter your UID and Password (this is same as the HORUS password)
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If Successful you will see a list of files in your directory.
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**Figure 1.3**

2. Check for created template files

Check if the process worked by entering the URL in the address bar. This time with HTTP.
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**Figure 2.1**

*Please refer to “Customising RSES home pages” document for details on editing pages.*